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mir zenen ongekumen in Grodner geto.  
 
dortn hob ikh gevoynt bay mayner a kroyve, an 
eltere froy, velkhe hot farloyrn a zun in di ershte 
teg fun der milkhome. ikh bin gelegn tsu bet. dos 
leben fun der alter, kranker froy iz geven zeyer a 
shvers. di letste kishn un kleyd hot zi shoyn gehat 
farkoyft oyf a shtikl broyt un itst bin ikh nokh 
tsugekumen. far mir hot der Grodner yudnrat nit 
gegebn keyn broyt. 
 
shpeter-tsu hot zi mit trern oysgebetlt far mir 
hundert gram broyt a tog. keyn kartofl iz nisht 
geven. keyn holts oykh nisht. men hot shoyn 
farbrent alts tsebrokhene shtiker mebl, velkhe 
zaynen geshtanen farshimlt oyfn boydem. 
 
mit yedn tog iz gevorn erger. di ershte teg bin ikh 
gelegn un zikh nisht gekent iberdreyen oyf der 
tsveyter zayt. itst hot in mir geveytikt yeder klap 
bazunder. eyn mol hot mikh bazukht der doktor 
un geheysn leygn kalte kompresn. 
 
nokh tsvey vokhn lign  in bet bin ikh gevorn 
gezinter un hob shoyn gekent arumgeyn mit 
tsiterndike trit ibern shtibl. 
yedn tog iz zikh in geto farlofn an ander 
gesheenish. di daytshn un der geto-komisar hobn 
gefodert alts mer un mer. 
 

We arrived at the Grodno Ghetto. 
 
There I stayed with my relative, an elderly 
woman who had lost one of her sons in the first 
days of the war. I was bedridden. The life of the 
old, sick woman was very difficult. She had 
already sold her last pillows and clothes for a 
piece of bread, and now she had to take care of 
me, as well. The Judenrat did not give out any 
bread for me. 
 
Later, with tears (in her eyes), she managed to 
beg 100 grams of bread a day for me. There were 
neither potatoes nor wood. Thus, old, broken 
pieces of furniture were already burned, which 
had stood moldy in the attic. 
 
Every day it got worse. For the first few days, I 
just lay there, unable to turn to the other side. 
Every single blow (that I had received) hurt me 
especially now. Once the doctor visited me and 
prescribed cold compresses. 
 
After two weeks of lying in bed, I became 
healthier and could already walk around the 
room with trembling steps.  
Every single day, there was a different incident in 
the ghetto. Both the Germans and the ghetto 
commissar demanded more and more. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



di bafelkerung hot yedn tog ibergelebt minutn un 
shoen fun toyt-shrek. ot nemt men meydlekh oyf 
arbet un keyner veyst nisht vuhin me shikt zey 
avek. un morgn fodert men fun yudnrat gold, 
futervarg un nokh farshidene zakhn.  
keyn „genug“ iz far di banditn keymol nisht 
geven. 
 
 

Every day,  the population experienced minutes 
and hours, when they were scared to death. 
Today, girls are taken to work and no one knows 
where they will be sent. And tomorrow, gold, fur 
and other things will be demanded from the 
Judenrat. There was no "enough" for these 
bandits. 
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fun Krinker leder-fabrik flegt oft kumen an oyto 
nokh materyaln tsu der arbet un spetsyele 
khfeytsim farn komisar. 
mayn familye hot gevust vu ikh gefin zikh un 
yedes mol, ven der oyto flegt kumen, fleg ikh 
bakumen a briv fun der mamen un tatn. 
 
di lage in Grodner geto hot zikh geendert mit 
yedn tog tsu erger. plutslung hengt men aroys 
tsetlen, az ale zoln zikh meldn in yudnrat. vos dos 
badeyt- hob ikh zeyer gut farshtanen un derfar 
hob ikh geshribn aheym a brivl, vi zikh meyashev-
zayendik, vos zol ikh vayter ton. geyn tsurik in 
vald iz shoyn far mir geven zeyer shver. s’iz shoyn 
geven kalt un in aza gezunt-tsushtand volt ikh 
lang nisht getsoygn. 
 
fun der heym derhalt ikh an entfer, az ikh zol 
tsurikkumen mitn fabrik-oyto in Krinker geto 
arayn. dortn vel ikh figurirn oyf a tsveytn nomen, 

From the leather factory of Krynki often a truck 
used to come to get special materials for work 
and take (valuable) things for the commissioner. 
 
My family knew where I was, and every time the 
truck came, I got a letter from my parents. 
 
The situation in the Grodno ghetto continued to 
worsen every day. Suddenly, posters were put 
up, saying that everyone had to report to the 
Judenrat. Understanding very well what that 
meant, I wrote a letter home about how I should 
decide; what should I do next? Going back to the 
forest would have been very tough for me. 
Finally, it was already cold and in my current 
state of health I would not have lasted long. 
 
From home, I received the answer that I should 
return with the factory truck to the Krynki 
Ghetto. There, I was to appear under a different 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



vayl in zshandarmrye hob ikh ongegebn dem 
nomen fun mayn bruder. 
ikh hob zikh gut bahaltn oyfn oyto tsvishn di zek 
fun ekstrakt un bin gekumen in fabrik. fun dortn 
bin ikh gegangen tsuzamen mit di arbeter in geto. 
 
di ershte bagegenish mit mayn muter vet mir 
shtendik blaybn in zikorn. muterlekhe 
fartsveyflung, gemisht mit tragisher freyd, hobn 
geshpritst fun ire gute, oysgeveynte oygn.  
Far der tsayt hot zikh mayn oyszen shtark 
geendert. ikh bin gevorn anemish. di oygn zaynen 
mir gevorn tif ayngegrobn in kop. di kleyder- 
tserisn.  
 
mayn yingern bruder hot men tsugenumen oyf 
arbet tsuzamen mit nokh etlekhe yinglekh un 
meydlekh, baym grobn torf.  
 
di lage in geto iz gevorn zeyer a shlekhte. vi in 
Grodne, zaynen oykh in Krinker geto aroys yedn 
tog frishe gezeyres un tsores. di yidn zaynen 
arumgegangen vi shotns. yeder iz gevorn mit 
yedn tog shvakher un kranker. 
 
der yudnrat iz bashtanen fun folgnde perzonen: 
Yisroel Kalinovitsh, Yosl Golts, Tale Goldshmid, 
Yankl Levi (der klorer), Yankl Grosman, Mair 
Kaplan, Notke Mastovlyanski,  Yosl Mastovlyanski 
(komendant-fartreter) un Yankl Kozaltshik. 
 

name, because I had given my brother's name to 
the gendarmerie. 
(So,) I hid well on the truck among the bags of 
selected things, and arrived at the factory. From 
there, I went to the ghetto, together with the 
workers. 
 
The first meeting with my mother will remain in 
my memory forever. Maternal despair mixed 
with tragic joy sprayed from her good, teary eyes. 
Even before that time, my appearance had 
changed a lot. I had become anemic, my eyes sat 
deeply buried in their sockets,and  my clothes 
were torn. 
 
My younger brother, along with other boys and 
girls, had been assigned to dig peat. 
 
 
The situation in the ghetto had worsened a lot. As 
in Grodno, in the Krynki ghetto, too, new decrees 
and new suffering were created each single day. 
The The Jews were walking around like shadows, 
getting weaker and sicker every day. 
 
The Judenrat was composed of the following 
persons: Israel Kalinovitch, Yosl Goltz, Tale 
Goldshmid, Yankl Levi (The Clear), Yankl Grosman, 
Mair Kaplan, Notke Mastovl(y)anski, Yosl 
Mastovl(y)anski (Representative of the 
Commander) and Yankl (Yakob) Kozaltshik. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 
 

The thick black line encloses the ghetto in Krynki. I marked the "Mill-Street" in red. The "second Mill-Street“ is named "Hasidim-Street“ here.  I coloured  with blue. The yellow coloured one is 
the "Bath-Street“, the green one is the „Gabarska-Street“ with its bridge, and I’ve coloured the „tserkve“, the Russian orthodox chapel, in orange, original graphic: Krinik in Khurbn 

 



      Photos and comments courtesy  
      of Joanna Czaban 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                  Nadrzeczna Street. To the right, behind the trees and the river, there was a high wooden wall of the ghetto. 



Nadrzeczna Street, looking to the right (ghetto) 
courtesy of Joanna Czaban 
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der geto hot zikh getsoygn in eyn halber zayt 
shtetl, onheybndik fun eyn zayt mil-gas, tsveyte 
mil-gas, di bod-gas bizn taykh. baym taykh iz 
geshtanen der blinder geto-parkn, oybn fartsoygn 
mit shtekhik drot. 
 
 
vayter iz arayn in geto di Gabarske Gas, iber 
velkhe es hot zikh getsoygn a brik tsum fareynikn 
bayde halbe zaytn fun geto. di brik iz geshtanen 
leben Yoshke Garbers moyer un Alter Kugeles 
moyer. 
 
vayter hot zikh getsoygn der shul-hoyf, velkhn di 
natsis hobn farnumen tsum farikhtn tankes; 
Gemine Gas biz Grosmans fabrik iz arayn in 
geto(.) di gantse leng-oys biz der Elektrovnye hot 
zikh getsoygn der geto-parkn, di tserkve iz 
geshtanen oysern geto. 
 
 
hart leben shteyners parkn iz geshtanen der geto-
parkn. Tserkovne gas iz arayn in geto un a halbe 
zayt Amdurer gesl. der shetekh hot farnumen der 
Krinker geto. vayter iz di andere zayt fun shtetl 
farnikhtet gevorn. 
 
der geto-komisar un amts-komisar (county 
commisar) (1) flegn etlekhe mol in tog makhn a 
shpatsir (2) ibern geto un dan zaynen di por 

The ghetto stretched across one part of the 
shtetl, starting from one side of Mill Street, 
encompassing the second, (reverse?) Mill Street 
(see graphic) and Bath Street, which ended as a 
dead end at the river where the ghetto fence 
stood, crisscrossed with barbed wire at the top.  

Moreover, in the ghetto there was Gabarska 
Street, over which a bridge spanned to connect 
both halves of the ghetto. The bridge was located 
next to the brick houses of Yoshke Garber and 
Alter Kugel. 

Further on was the shul‘s courtyard, which the 
Nazis had occupied as a place to repair their 
tanks. Gemina Street led through the ghetto up 
to Grosman's factory; the ghetto fence ran the 
entire length to the power station. The "tsverke" 
(the chapel at the Russian orthodox cemetery) 
stood outside the ghetto. 

The fence of the ghetto ran near "Shteiner's" 
fence. Both "Tserkovne" Street and half a side of 
"Amdurer" Street were in the ghetto.  This was 
the area that the ghetto had taken. The other 
side of the shtetl had been destroyed. 

The ghetto commissar and the "Amtskommissar" 
(1) used to take their "walks" (2) through the 
ghetto a few times a day, and then the few 

 



shmole geslekh gevorn toyt, vi do volt keyn 
lebediker mentsh nit geven. 
 
di heyzer zaynen geven iberfult mit mentshn. es 
iz geven bashtimt a meter-kvadrat far yeder 
perzon. in yeder shtub (3)hobn gelebt drey-fir 
familyes. drey-fir froyen flegn shteyn un blozn in 
koymen un trern flegn rinen fun di oygn i fun 
bitern roykh i fun bitern, shvern leben. 
un trots der engshaft hot men nokh gebrakht fun 
di kleyne arumike shtetlekh alts yidishe familyes. 
 
 
 
di shul un Bote-Medroshim zaynen geven iberfult 
mit mentshn un di sanitare badingungen in geto 
ken men zikh shoyn farshteln vi khoyshekhdik zey 
zaynen geven. in geto iz oykh geven a shpital, 
velkher iz oykh geven iberfult mit mentshn. 
 
 
di bashpayzung iz bashtanen in 100 gram broyt 
far a perzon un azoyfil kartofl. keyn fets hot 
keyner nisht ongezen, saydn di velkhe flegn 
arbetn oysern geto. di dozike flegn mit groyse 
shverikeytn araynshmuglen a shtikl puter in a 
bezim ayngeviklt oder froyen flegn es 
arayndreyen in di hor. az okh un vey iz geven tsu 

narrow streets died away, as if there were no 
living people there.    

The houses were crowded with people. One 
square meter per person was prescribed. Three 
to four families lived in each house (3).Three or 
four women used to stand by the fireplaces, and 
while blowing into them (to start the fire), tears 
would run from their eyes, both from the bitter 
smoke and from their bitter, hard lifes. And 
despite the narrowness, more and more Jewish 
families were brought from the surrounding 
shtetls. 

The shul and the " Bote-Medroshim " (study 
houses) were overcrowded with people, and one 
can imagine how depressing the sanitary 
conditions were in the ghetto. There was, as well,  
a hospital in the ghetto, but it was also 
overcrowded.                                                            

The food consisted each 100 grams of bread and 
potatoes per person. Noone caught sight of fat, 
except those who worked outside the ghetto.  
And these persons used to smuggle in, with great 
difficulty, a piece of butter, wrapped in a broom, 
or twisted into the hair of women.   Woe to this 
one who was  

(1) "Amtskommisar" is a German title that is difficult to translate, it is a kind of mayor for a special district/county. 
(2) In the original Yiddish text, the word "patrol" is deliberately not used. The Yiddish word "shpatsir", in English "walk, stroll", seems to me like 

bitter humor. 
(3) "shtub" is primarily to be translated as "house", but can also mean "room", "parlor," "apartment." One should keep in mind how small most of 

the houses were. 
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dem, velkhn me flegt khapn bay aza shtikl arbet. 
baym toyer zaynen geshtanen di farkoyfte 
poylishe politsantn tsuzamen mit a zshandar. bay 
der zayt iz geshtanen a yidisher politsyant mit a 
shtekn in hant un flegt farlangen a kheylek fun 
dem, vos men flegt araynshmuglen.  
 
der yudnrat iz gevorn a gantse yidishe regirung. 
er hot gehat a prezident, politsey un afile an 
eygene turme, vu men flegt araynzetsn dem 
velkher flegt brekhn di shtrenge distsiplin fun 
geto, oder dem vos flegt nisht veln geyn oyf 
arbet. 
di kinder un fraynt fun di baamte fun yudnrat 
flegn tsu keyn arbet nisht geyn. kegn dem hot der 
komendant, velkher hot gehat diktatorishe makht 
ibern yudnrat, gefirt a shtarkn kamf.  oft flegt 
kumen tsu geshlegn. 
 
 a bazundere geshikhte shtelt mit zikh for a stav 
(baseyn) velkhn der komisar hot geboyt far zikh 
mit zayn klike. tsu dem dozikn stav flegn yedn tog 
getribn vern toyznter mentshn,-froyen, mener un 
kinder. dort iz geven a mil fun beyner (1). 
mentshn flegn faln mit fule, shvere trages erd un 
shtekns mit nageykes flegn faln fun ale zaytn.  
ambestn hot zikh dort oysgetsaykhnt mit shlogn 
di farkoyfte, banditishe, poylishe  politsey. 
 
 

caught participating in this activity.   By the gates, 
the bribable Polish policemen were standing, 
together with a gendarme. And at the side, a 
Jewish policeman used to stand with a stick in his 
hand, demanding his share of the goods 
smuggled in. 

The Judenrat became a full government force 
with a president, police, and even its own prison, 
where those who would break the ghetto‘s strict 
discipline or would refuse to go to work were 
imprisoned.    

The children and friends of the Judenrat officials 
did not go to any work. In opposition to this, the 
commander, who held dictatorial power over the 
Judenrat, waged a strong struggle. Often, brawls 
broke out.                                               

One particular story is about a pool (pond) that 
the commissioner had built for himself and his 
followers („clique“). Every day, thousands of 
women, men and children used to be driven to 
(work on) the pool. It was a "mil fun beyner" (1) 
there. People kept falling down while carrying the 
heavy loads of earth, and leather whips 
(“nagaikes“) beat down on them from all sides, 
mainly by the hands of the venal, bandit Polish 
police. 

.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



tsu der arbet flegt men oykh traybn di fabrik-
arbeter nokh zeyer shvern tog arbet. baym toyer 
fun geto flegn shoyn shteyn di banditn tsuzamen 
mitn komisar fun geto un anshtot di arbeter zoln 
arayngeyn in geto, flegt men unter biksn zey 
opfirn tsum „stav“. dort flegt men ersht onheybn 
filn vos es heyst arbet unter shtekns. tsurik flegn 
shoyn di oysgeshepte arbeter koym shlepn di fis 
bizn shtub vu zey flegn kumen tsum leydikn top 
un pustn tish. di kleyne kinderlekh flegn mit trern 
in di oygn betn: „papa, broyt!“, „broyt, mama!“, 
un hungerike aynshlofn. 
 
 
 
in geto hot men gevust di teglekhe nayes fun di 
frontn, ober dos flegn visn nor eyntslene 
perzonen. 
 
Nokhem Blakhers a zun, Simkhe, hot ayngeordnt 
bay zikh in keler, in a leydik fas, a radyo un yedn 
tog flegt dortn zayn Bome Fridman un flegt hern 
di barikhtn fun London; Moskve un Berlin. 
 
 dos hot gedrot mitn toyt fun hunderter mentshn 
un derfar iz dos gehaltn gevorn zeyer shtreng 
konspirativ. di yugnt hot 

Factory workers, too, after finishing their hard 
day‘s work, used to be forced into work again. 
 At the gate of the ghetto, the bandits used to 
wait already together with the ghetto 
commissioner, and instead of letting the workers 
into the ghetto, they were taken away at gun 
point to the pool. And that's where they really 
felt what it meant to work under duress. The 
completely exhausted workers used to barely 
manage to drag themselves back to their homes - 
to arrive to an empty pot and nothing edible on 
the table, where the little children begged, with 
tears in their eyes: "Dad, bread!", "bread, Mom!", 
only to fall asleep hungry. 

In the ghetto, people were informed about the 
daily news at the front, but they received this 
information from only a few people. 

Nochem Blacher's son, Simche, had a radio built 
into an empty barrel in his cellar, and every day, 
Bome Fridman would stay there to listen to the 
news from London, Moscow, and Berlin. 

For this, the death penalty of hundreds of people 
was threatened, and therefore, this matter was 
kept very strictly secret.   Mostly, the youth had 
been… 

 
 
 

 
(1) "Mil fun beyner“= in German "Knochenmühle“, "bone mill“, a synonym for extremely hard, physical work 



 
In the Ghetto, drawing: Beate Schützmann-Krebs 
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men merstns teyl tseshikt oyf arbet. a por 
tsendlik-baym grobn torf in Padbonike, andere- 
baym zegn holts in vald. eyn mol iz geshen a fal, 
az di partizaner hobn tsugenumen bay di khevre 
in vald di hek un zegn un zey tsurikgeshikt in 
geto, nisht velndik zey mitnemen mit zikh. 
 
ven di partizaner fun arum flegn trefn in vald a 
yid, flegn zey bay im alts tsunemen un zogn, az er 
zol tsurikgeyn fun vanen er iz gekumen. di sibe 
fun dem iz geven aza: di daytshn flegn shikn 
zeyere shpionen in di velder mit gele lates oyfn 
rukn, als yidn. di dozike flegn shpeter aroysgebn 
vu di bunkers gefinen zikh. di velkhe hobn 
gearbet baym torfgrobn hobn gehat a fal, az 
partizaner zaynen tsu zey gekumen un etlekhe 
yugntlekhe, tsvishn velkhe mayn bruder iz oykh 
geven, hobn gevolt mit zey avekgeyn in vald, 
hobn zey dos shtreng farvert un gestrashet mit 
tseshisn. 
 
di daytshn hobn ongevorfn a shtarkn pakhed 
tsvishn der kristlekher bafelkerung. s’iz geven 
farbotn yede klenste untershtitsung far yidn, di 
yidn velkhe zaynen aroysgegangen fun geto oyf 
arbet flegn zayn shtreng bavakht fun politsey un 
zshandarn. 
 
es vet blaybn ayngekritst bay di vos zaynen 
geblibn leben, dos vort „feldfebl“. er flegt oyf 
yedn onvarfn a shrek. er iz geven a hoykher, 

divided to do different work. A few dozens were 
sent to dig peat in "Padbonike", and others to 
saw wood in the forest. There was an incident 
that the partisans in the forest  took the picks and 
saws from this group, sending them back to the 
ghetto, not wanting to take them with them. 
 
When the partisans of the area met a Jew in the 
forest, they generally took everything from him, 
telling him to go back to where he came from. 
The reason for this was that the Germans used to 
send their spies, disguised as Jews with yellow 
patches on their backs, into the woods. These 
later announced where the bunkers were 
located. For those who dug peat, it happened 
that they were visited by partisans. Some young 
people, including my brother, wanted to go with 
them into the forest, but the partisans strictly 
forbade it, threatening that they would shoot 
them. 
 
The Germans spread great fear among the 
Christian population. They were forbidden to give 
even the slightest support to the Jews. The Jews 
who left the ghetto to go to work, were strictly 
guarded by the police and gendarmes. 
 
 
Those, who have remained alive, will forever 
remember the word "Feldfebl" (Feldwebel, 
sergeant). This man instilled fear in everyone. He 

 



grober daytsh mit groyse, shtekhike oygn. zayn 
arbet iz bashtanen in haltn reyn dem shosey biz 
Bialystok.  tsu dem tsvek iz er gevorn zeyer an 
ofter ayngeyer in geto un di yidn hobn gut gefilt 
zayn nagayke iber zeyer rukn.  
 
di ergste tsayt iz geven vinter, ven der shosey 
flegt farshotn vern mit hoykhe berg shney un di 
yidn flegn dos mitn shnelstn tempo muzn 
opreynikn. der feldfebl flegt araynforn mit zayn 
oyto in geto un flegt aroystraybn etlekhe hundert 
mentshn. di yidn flegn loyfn foroys un hintn flegt 
er nokhforn un ontraybn mitn grobn shtekn. 
 
er flegt nisht makhn keyn untershid un nehmen 
tsu der arbet alemen-froyen, mener un alte layt 
afile. eyn mol iz er arayngeforn a shikerer (er flegt 
shtendik zayn shiker) nor dos mol iz er geven vi a 
khaye mamesh.  er hot geshosn in di fentster. dan 
iz er arayn in di heyzer, aroysgenumen etlekhe 
tsendlik yunge meydlekh, 
 

was a tall, coarse German with large, piercing 
eyes. His job was to keep the main road to 
Bialystok clean. For this purpose, he often visited 
the ghetto, and the Jews then had to feel the 
blows of his "nagaike" (whip) on their backs. 
 
The worst time was in winter, when the main 
road was covered with high snowdrifts, and the 
Jews had to remove them as quickly as possible. 
The "feldfebl" used to drive into the ghetto with 
his truck, herding out several hundred Jews. They 
then ran ahead, and he drove behind and 
impeled them with his truncheon. 
 
He made no distinction, but forced everyone, 
women, men and even old people, to work. 
Once, he went in drunk, and, although he was 
always drunk, this time he really seemed like a 
wild animal. First, he shot into the windows, then 
he ran into the houses, took out several dozen 
girls 
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velkhe zaynen nokh gelegn in di betn (dos iz 
geven 4 fartog) un in di nakht-hemder hot er zey 
getribn ibern geto tsu ramen dem shosey.  
 
farnakht hot er di meydlekh tsurikgebrakht. yede 
hot gehat opgefroyrene fis un hent. etlekhe 
meydlekh hot der sadist fargvaltikt un gebrakht 
halb-toyte mitn oyto tsurik in geto. 

who were still lying in their beds (it was 4 a.m.), 
and herded them in their nightgowns through the 
ghetto to the main street. 
 
In the evening, he brought the girls back. All of 
them  had frozen feet and hands. The sadist had 
raped several girls and brought them, half-dead, 
back to the ghetto in his truck. When he used  to 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ven er flegt aroystraybn etlekhe hundert 
mentshn, flegt im di banditishe politsey helfn 
oysfirn zayne sadistishe un khayishe plener. 
 
 
di produktsye fun leder un shikh flegt geyn 
oysshlislekh far di daytshn. 
 

_ 
 
 
dos iz geven erev peysekh 1942. (1) 
 
der tog iz geven a khmurner (düster). a vintl hot 
geblozn ibern geto. inderfri, vi ale tog, shteyen 
baym toyer di arbets-komandes  (troups) un 
vartn biz der balebos fun geto vet derloybn 
aroystsumarshirn. dos mol zaynen geshtanen 
baym toyer, der geto un amts-komisar un hobn 
nisht gelozt aroysgeyn keyn eltere yidn. keyner 
hot nisht farshtanen vos dos ken badaytn. 
yederer hot epes andersh vegn dem zikh 
aroysgezogt.  
 
di yidishe politsey hot geheysn dem gantsn 
yungvarg aroystsugeyn tsu der arbet. aza 
farordenung hot gegebn der geto-komisar. 
 
ikh bin dan dem ershtn tog aroys tsuzamen mit di 
lederarbeter. tsen azeyger hot zikh oyfgemakht 
der toyer un a grupe fun hundert fuftsik 
daytshishe merder, bavofnt fun kop biz di fis, 

drive several hundred people out of the ghetto, 
as well as generally in the execution of his sadistic 
and brutal plans, he was assisted by the bandit 
police. 
 
The production of leather and shoes flowed 
exclusively to the Germans. 
 

_ 
 
 
It happened the day before Passover, 1942.(1) 
 
It was a gloomy day and the wind was blowing 
over the ghetto. As happened every day, early in 
the morning the work troops stood in front of the 
gate, waiting for permission from the ghetto 
administration to march out. This time both the 
ghetto commissar and the "Amtskommissar" 
stood at the gate, preventing elderly Jews from 
leaving. No one understood the significance of 
this measure; everyone speculated on something 
else. 

 
According to the order of the ghetto commissar, 
the Jewish police ordered all young people to 
leave for work. 
 
I then left the first day together with the leather 
workers. At ten o’clock, the ghetto gate was 
opened and one hundred and fifty German 
murderers, armed from head to toe, entered the 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



hobn zikh arayngelozt in geto mitn „Horst 
Wesel“-lid: „Ven yidish blut fun meser shpritst“.  
 
 
glaykh hobn zey zikh tsevorfn iber di heyzer fun 
geto un s’hot zikh gehert a shiseray, oysgemisht 
mit geveynerayen un gevaldn. Yakev iz 
arumgelofn iber di gas, fanandergeshpil(y)et dos 
hemd. zayne oygn zaynen geven ongegosn mit 
trern.  
er hot gehaltn in shrayen: 
yidn farbahalt zikh, men vet oykh shisn! 
 
er hot geshlept di daytshn far di arbl, az zey zoln 
nit shisn, ober di shiseray hot nit oyfgehert. in der 
zelber tsayt hot men in yudnrat unterhandlt mitn 
merderishn ofitsir fun der toytn-grupe. 
 
 
der ofitsir hot aroysgeshtelt di foderung. az er vil 
dershisn 300 yidn. nokh a sho unterhandlung farn 
prayz fun a sakh gold, leder 

ghetto,  singing the "Horst Wessel“ song: 
“Wenn’s Judenblut vom Messer spritzt“ 
 ("When Jewish blood spurts from the knife“).   
 
They scattered around the ghetto houses and 
shooting was heard, mixed with crying and 
shouting. Yakob ran across the streets, his shirt 
unbuttoned, his eyes full of tears.  
 
 
He yelled without cease: "Jews, hide yourselves. 
They are going to shoot you!"  
 
He begged the Germans tooth and nail that they 
may not shoot, but the shooting did not stop. At 
the same time, "negotiations“ were held in the 
Judenrat with the murderous officer of the  death 
squad (“toytn-grupe“):  
 
The officer demanded 300 Jews to be shot. After 
an hour of "negotiations", and for the price of a 
large amount of gold, leather 
 
 

 
 

 
(1) The following incident is also mentioned in the Yizkor book "Krynica (Krynki) Wieś",   
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/30129f40-7525-0133-6825-00505686d14e 
under the title "der blutiker Freytik". This link leads to my translation of this section 
https://www.mydrive.ch/shares/40531/de4cffa026deadb12b3f2c840be413f2/browse 
 
 
 

 

https://www.mydrive.ch/shares/40531/de4cffa026deadb12b3f2c840be413f2/browse


 
Memorial plaque in Krynki with the names of the victims, photo courtesy of Zdzislaw Nitka, please find below the excerpt with the names of the 

victims in" Krinik in Khurbn“, page 137 and in „Krynki Wieś“, page 318. 
The wrong date on the plaque (1943) is based on a translation error of the "Krynki Wieś", the Hebrew year is 5702=1942. 



Page 137 
 

 

un nokh farshidene vert-zakhn, iz gelungen dem 
yudnrat aroptsudingen oyf shisn bloyz di, velkhe 
hobn getrogn berd, dos heyst etlekhe tsendlik 
mentshn. 
 
tsvey sho hot gedoyert di shkhite, biz 12 azeyger. 
biz farnakht hot men nokh nisht gekent festshteln 
di tsol dershosene, vayl di mentshn, velkhe me 
hot dershosn, zaynen gelegn farbahaltn in 
farshidene erter. 
 
farnakht hot men festgeshtelt 33 dershosene, 
tsvishn velkhe es hobn zikh gefunen di untn 
oysgerekhnte perzonen: 
 
Leybke Segal 
 
Munye L(y)evin 
 
Moyshe Lapate 
 
Muntshik Volf (der shmid zayn eynikl) 
 
Yankele Volf 
 
Motl Kravyetski (Bashke Spodvil(y)ers zun) 
 
Moyshe L(y)ev der beker, velkher hot zikh heldish 
kegngeshtelt di merder zikh nisht lozndik 
dershisn, 

and other valuables, the Judenrat managed to 
“bargain down“ the demand: Only those with 
beards were to be shot, that is, several dozen 
Jews.  
 
The massacre lasted two hours, until 12 noon. 
Until (early) evening, the number of those shot 
could not yet be clarified, because the victims 
were hidden in different places. 
 
 
In the (later) evening, 33 people were recorded 
as having been shot, among them the persons 
listed below: 
 
Leibke Segal 
 
Munye L(y)evin 
 
Moshe Lapate 
 
Muntshik Wolf (The grandson of the blacksmith) 
 
Yankele Wolf 
 
Motl Kravyetski (Bashke Spodvil(y)er‘s son) 
 
Moshe L(y)ev the baker, who stood up heroically 
against the murderers not to get shot  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Motke L(y)evi Arbultshik der shnayder 
 
Henokh Nogidman (Yisroel-Hertskes zun),  
 
der geler "Moyre-Hoyroe" (2) fun khosidim-shtibl, 
 
Blak  (Blok) 
 
 
Mones F(P)itshebutski 
 
Alter der hon 
 
Veyrokh, 
 
Natovitsh  
 
Rabkin 
 
Sender Shapir 
 
Avrohem Brevde 
 
Pinye Gendler (Pinye Munye Feygl Yehoyshe) 
 
Froyen: 
 
Shoshke Lasher,  
 
Yisroel Hertskes froy-Nagdimon 
 
Akon (durkhgeshtokhn gevorn oyfn bet mit a 
shverd 

Motke L(y)evi Arbultshik, the tailor 
 
Henoch Nogidman (Israel-Hertzske‘s son),  
 
the blond "Moyre-Hoyroe" (2) of the Hasidic 
shtibl,  
 
Blak  (Blok) 
 
Mones F(P)itshebutzki 
 
Alter, "The Rooster " 
 
Veirokh, 
 
Natovitsh  
 
Rabkin 
 
Sender Shapir 
 
Abraham Brevde 
 
Pinye Gendler (Pinye Munye Feigl Yehoshua)  
 
Women: 
 
Shoshke Lasher,  
 
Yisroel Hertzke‘s wife-Nagdimon 
 
Akon (stabbed in bed by a sword) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Ilin, dem altn Mendl’s froy 
 
di toyte hot men mer nit derloybt aroystsufirn 
oyfn besoylem, nor men hot alemen gemuzt 
bagrobn in geto, leben dem „lines-hatsedek“, in 
eyn bruder-keyver. 
 
dem khosidishn moyre-hoyroe (2), dem geln, hot 
men farbrent lebedikerhayt di bord un im 
tsugeshlogn mit tshvekes tsu der vant fun 
khosidim-shtibl. 
 
dos gantse geto iz gevorn ayngehilt in troyer. a 
toyte shtilkeyt hot gehersht arum. der geto-
komisar hot farbotn tsu baveynen di toyte. in di 
kleyder hot men zey baerdikt, in der onveznhayt 
fun dem geto-komisar un amt-komisar.  
 
 
der ershter seyder 1942 iz farvandlt gevorn in a 
seyder fun khurbn, troyer un peyn. 
 

Ilin, the wife of old Mendl 
 
It was no longer allowed to take the dead out to 
the Jewish cemetery, so all had to be buried in 
the ghetto, next to the (house of) "Linas-
Hatzedek", in a common-grave. 
 
The Hasidic "Moyre-Hoyroe" (2), called "The 
Blond", had his beard burned off alive, then he 
was nailed  to the wall of the Hasidic shtibl. 
 
 
The entire ghetto was enveloped in mourning. All 
around there was dead silence. The ghetto 
commissar forbade us to bewail the dead. They 
were buried with their clothes on, in the 
presence of the ghetto commissar and the 
"Amtskommissar". 
 
The first Seder in 1942 was transformed into a 
Seder of destruction, mourning and torment. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

(1) a complete list of the victim’s names can be found here https://www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/krynki/kry305.html#Page318 Please note: The  
   spelling of some names in these two lists differs considerably. I proofreaded the list of  the original „Krynki Wies“ and except for a few minor 
   details, I read it exactly as in the existing translation. I point out that in the "Krinik in Khurbn“, there are some spelling mistakes as well a 
   strongly faded places, where the letters are hardly or no longer readable. Also, people were often given different nicknames. Please note that 
   not all names are given in "Krinik in Khurbn“. 
 

(2) Yiddish = moyre-hoyroe, Hebrew = mo-re hora‘ah, lit. “a teacher, who teaches“, a judge, a rabbi, a teacher, who gives religious instructions 
and is allowed to answer questions of the rabbi 

(3) Linas Hatsedek, lit. "decent overnight stay", a Jewish society for helping poor, sick Jewish people 

https://www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/krynki/kry305.html#Page318


 
 

 

The names of the murdered Jews, see page 137, "Krinik in Khurbn" 

 



 

The names of the murdered Jews, excerpt from page 318, " Krynki Wieś " 

                                                                 please find the translation here:   https://www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/krynki/kry305.html#Page316 
 

 

https://www.jewishgen.org/yizkor/krynki/kry305.html#Page316


 
Yizkor Elohim, May the Lord remember, sandpaper drawing, Beate Schützmann-Krebs 



End of Page 137/ Page 138/ Beginning of Page 139 
 

dos geto iz geven tseshpoltn oyf tsvey teyln. a 
groyse brik hot fareynikt bayde teyln geto. unter 
der brik iz gegangen di Gabarske gas. bay di zaytn 
iz geshtanen der geto-parkn.  
 
bis 9 in ovnt flegt men kenen aribergeyn fun eyn 
teyl geto tsum andern. dos materyele leben hot 
zikh mit yedn tog farergert. ale zapasn (Vorräte) 
zaynen oysgegangen. di mentshn zaynen gevorn 
blaykher un shvakher. di shterblekhkeyt hot zikh 
zeyer fil fargresert. dos fraye shtik feld baym 
„Lines hatesedek“ iz shoyn gevorn farleygt mit 
kvorim. 
der hunger hot zikh mit yedn tog alts mer 
farshpreyt. dos araynshmuglen in geto hot zikh 
bagrenetst. di merhayt hot gelebt mit der 
hofenung, az es vet shoyn lang nit gedoyern un 
me vet bafrayt vern.  
ven s’flegn kumen azelkhe vi Yudl Kaplan, 
Yeshayahu Glezer un mayn tate, un flegn zogn, az 
mir muzn zukhn dem veg zikh aleyn tsu bafrayen, 
avektsugeyn in di velder un mit gever in hant 
kemfn kegn soyne, flegn kumen andere, vi Zeydl 
Filipski lemoshl, un preydikn, az men darf zitsn un 
vartn in geto biz der ‘Amolek’ vet hobn dem sof 
fun Homenen(1) 
 
tog nokh tog hot zikh gerukt. ikh hob gearbet in 
fabrik, vayl in geto hot keyner fun arbets-feike 
nisht getort blaybn on arbet. avekgeyn tsurik in 
vald arayn iz nokh far mir geven tsu fri, vayl ikh 

The ghetto was divided into two parts, which 
were connected by a large bridge. Under the 
bridge ran Gabarska Street, on the sides of which 
was the ghetto fence. 
 
Until 9 o'clock in the evening, one used to pass 
from one part of the ghetto to the other. 
Material life was deteriorating day by day, all 
supplies had run out. People became paler and 
weaker. Mortality increased enormously, so that 
the empty piece of field next to the "Linas-
Hatzedek" was already full of graves. 
 
The hunger spread more and more with each 
passing day. Very little could be smuggled into 
the ghetto. The majority lived with the hope that 
it would not be long before their liberation. 
 
When such people as Yudl Kaplan, Isaiah Glezer 
and my father came and held the opinion that we 
had to seek the way to our liberation alone, and 
that we had to go into the woods with rifle in 
hand to fight the enemy, others used to come 
along, such as Zeidl Filippski, and preach that we 
had to remain in the ghetto and wait, until the 
"Amolek vet hobn dem sof fun Homenen" (1). 
 
The days passed by. I worked in the factory, 
because none of the able-bodied in the ghetto 
were allowed to remain without work. To return 
to the forest was too early for me, because I still 

 



hob zikh nokh gefilt shvakh fun di iberlebungen 
un ikh hob nisht gevust dos plats, vu mayne 
khaveyrim gefinen zikh.  
dos vald iz groys un keyn gever hob ikh nisht 
gehat. ikh hob bashlosn tsu vartn in geto un 
shpeter- tsu avekgeyn in vald arayn tsuzamen mit 
mayn bruder. 
 
der vinter hot zikh dernentert un in geto iz bay 
der merhayt keyn holts nisht geven. 
in geto iz aroys klang, az me vet di Krinker yidn 
ibershikn in a tsveytn geto. mentshn hobn zikh 
shoyn gegreyt di zek un zikh gepakt in veg arayn. 
in November 1942 iz gekumen der shvartser tog 
farn geto. kristn hobn dertseylt, az men hot zey 
bashtelt tsu kumen mit di ferd un vegener oyfn 
mark-plats. dos geto iz glaykh gevorn shtark 
bavakht un s’iz shoyn kimat vi umeglekh geven im 
tsu farlozn. 
di arbets-komandos, velkhe hobn gearbet in di 
arumike derfer oyf di shoseyen, hot men 
gebrakht in geto. yederer hot shoyn gevust, az 
men vet dos geto iberfirn in an ander shtot. 
 
nor VUHIN hot keyner nisht gevust. men hot zikh 
bloyz aleyn gekent meshayer zayn. dem emes hot 
der yudnrat oykh nit gevust. azoy hobn zikh 
fartsoygn shvere, shvartse volkns iber undzere 
tseveytikte kep. 

felt too weak after my experiences, besides I did 
not know the exact place where my comrades 
were staying now.  
The forest was large, and I had no rifle. So I 
decided to wait and later, together with my 
brother, leave the ghetto for the forest. 
 
 
Winter was approaching, and the majority in the 
ghetto had no wood. A rumor came that the 
Krynker Jews would be transferred to another 
ghetto. People were already packing bags and 
preparing for the move. In November 1942, the 
black day came for the ghetto. Christians told 
that they had been ordered to come to the 
marketplace with their horses and carts. 
Immediately, the ghetto was extremely heavily 
guarded, so that it was almost impossible to 
leave. 
The labor troops, who worked on the main roads 
in the surrounding villages, were brought into the 
ghetto. Everyone already knew that the ghetto 
would be transferred to another city. 
 
However, no one knew WHERE.  
There was only conjecture. Even the Judenrat did 
not know the truth, And so heavy, black clouds 
gathered over our pain-stricken heads. 

(1) " biz der ‘Amolek’ vet hobn dem sof fun Homenen" = The nation Amalek wanted to destroy the Jews, as well as Haman, b.t.w. a descendant of Agag, 
the King of Amalek. I think that this Yiddish phrase can be interpreted in this way: The Jews wanted to wait until the German‘s ("Amalek") would 
experience the end of Hitler ("Haman") - who like Haman, would deliver himself to the gallows cause of his hatred on Jews. 



 
VUHIN? Where to? Drawing by  Beate  Schützmann-Krebs 


